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Lively Debate
at Marquette

Fulton Has Three Debates Eagles Return
from the South
During the Easter Vacation

"Delusion of Progress
in Civilization"
First Lecture Debate of Prize Debate Held at the
Discussed
Series Held at
Heights on Sunday
Roxbury
Several

laugh-studded

No. 25

Defeat W. and M. and

Advertising Club Hears

Fulton Lecture Debate

Night Last

at Brockton

O'Keefe Winner

Four capable members of the Fulton Debating Society ably debated the
subject of modern advertising Friday night before about 75 members of
the advertising profession at a meeting of the Old Colony Advertising
Club in Chamber of Commerce Hall,
Brockton. After more th. u an hour
of arguments pro and eon the judges
voted unanimously in favor of the
team upholding the negative side of

speeches,

many of them quite evidently delivered extempore, drew hearty bursts
of merriment and applause in rapid
succession at the Marquette meeting
of Tuesday, March 26. The proposition was rather unusual in itself, but

the same time of a familiar
genus, being one of many abstract
questions that furnish opportunity for
philosophizing and for allowing the
speakers to display their familiarity
with the art of oratory- The statement, "Resolved, that progress in
civilization is a delusion," was defended by Jerome Doyle, '31, and
Thomas Quinn, '32. They were opposed by Edward Connelly, '31, and
John J. Wright, Jr., '31. At the suggestion of the speakers no board of
judges was appointed and no decisions
were given.

at

Mr. Doyle opened the afternoon's
discussion in a manner that was immediately successful in winning the
attention of the society. He discarded any talk about science, claiming that science was not properly an
integral part of civilization.
His
speech was quite plausible and he was

well received.
Mr. Wright took up the case for the
negative in a speech that not only
contained many cogent arguments but
was dripping with genial and subtle
sarcasm. He used, among others, the
example of the previous speaker, stating that had Mr. Doyle wished to
prove his point three hundred years
ago, he would have convinced his opponent at the point of a sword. Mr.
Wright's witticisms were grasped by
everyone, as was demonstrated by
the thunderous applause that escorted
him to his seat.
Mr. Quinn then arose and proceeded
to render the house almost gasping
with mirth as he began by stating
that he knew absolutely nothing about
the question, and then went on to refute his opponent's arguments in the
time allotted for his main speech, a
course of action that seemed to be
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 5)

pointment.
It possesses a paucity of prose especially, containing but three offerings, of which one is sixteen pages
long and the others total nine pages.
The verse, more satisfactory in quantity, is of dubious quality.
"Eastertide," by John C. Kelly, introduces the verse selections. Francis Higgins offers the same subject
in a less rigid form, but also with
a less lyrical expression. Both "Resurrection" and Mr. Kelly's verse are
representative results of what usu-

Georgetown
Colbert Strong at Bat

Crowned with the laurels of intercollegiate victories and sighing for
new fields to conquer, the Fulton
opened the first of its series of lecture
debates on the evening, of March 27,
at the Roxbury Council, K. of C.
Eager for a most auspicious start,
the Fulton chose a strong team, composed of Messrs. John "Jerry" Mahoney and Paul Markey of Senior and
Leon J. O'Brien of Junior to oppose
the pick of the numerous proverbial
Irish orators of the Roxbury Council.
Messrs. Maurice Tobin, former legislator and candidate for Congress,
John Powers and William Larkin represented the K. of C. Council.
The timely but difficult subject of
the debate was: Resolved, "That the
Boston Elevated Railway should be
publicly owned and operated." The
Council team upheld the affirmative
while Boston College presented the
case of the negative.
Mr. Maurice Tobin, in true political
style, opened the debate for the affirmative by presenting the three alternatives for the management of the
Boston Elevated Railway, e.g., Private Ownership,
Continued Public
Control or Public Purchase and Management. He claimed that private
ownership would mean the returning
of the Elevated, which has been modernized and rehabilitated by the fares
and taxes of the people into the hands
of a few private owners. Mr. Tobin
continued to say that the present public control of the Elevated .was a disgrace to the people and the result of
a corrupt act.
He presented public
purchase and management as the only

solution of the present situation.
Then up rose he of the smiling
countenance, our own "Jerry" Mahoney, and, after extending the best
wishes of the faculty and student
body of the college, he commenced an
able refutation of the previous
speaker. "The state should not enter
into a business susceptible to private

ownership," said the ethical Mr. Ma(Continued on Page 6, Col. 1)

The annual prize debate of the Fulton Debating Society was held at the
Heights on Sunday evening, April 7.
This was the fortieth medal contest,
and it was witnessed by a large and
appreciative audience. The victor was
Leo P. O'Keefe, '29, winner of the
Oratorical Contest, and former vice
president of the Fulton.

Alfred J. Monahan, '29, president
of the Fulton, and J. Lloyd Carnegie,
'29, together with Mr. O'Keefe, argued against the question: "Resolved,
That modern advertising is more detrimental than beneficial to society,"
a proposition which was upheld by
Edward A. Hogan, '30; Thomas P.
Sullivan, '29, and John J. Donahue,
'29.
Following - a few words of introduction by William T. Miller, Esq., winner of the Fulton Medal in 1904, Mr.
Hogan came to the front to open the
affirmative discussion.
Hogan Opens
His initial step was to distinguish
between modern advertising and advertising in general.
Modern advertising, he claimed, is
largely founded on psychological reactions?it is an appeal to hero-worship; it takes into consideration the
fact that the charms of a beautiful
woman attract and influence mankind;
and finally it involves an intrusion on
our privacy.
In proof of his statement that modern advertising is an appeal to heroworship, the speaker contrasted Captain Fried and Colonel Lindbergh. Although the former's deeds were more
valuable and heroic from a humanitarian standpoint, he said, yet his popularity is less than the latter's simply
because he capitalized his fame by
endorsing a cigarette, whereas Lindbergh has always refrained from testimonial advertising of any kind. Mr.
(Continued on Page 3, Col. 1)

"March Stylus Is Distinctly a Disappointment"
Says the "Heights" Reviewer of the Latest Issue
ally happen? to a religious theme in
the immature hands of youthful
poets.
"To Thalia," by John J. McDonald,
a new comer to the Stylus, pleases in
spite of its archaic use of some words.
The meter and rhyme are for the
most part perfect, and the emotion is
refreshingly well presented. We shall
look to Mr. McDonald for future
verse of this nature.
"Early Morning," by R. Felix Doherty, attains a lyrical height seldom
seen nowadays in the Stylus, even
over Mr. Doherty's signature.
John J. Spencer contributes a short
story, "The Church of Dominie Archambault," in which the character
delineation is satisfactory, the plot is
not over original, and the descriptions
are a bit too long for a story of so
few pages.
W. J. A. Koen takes a cue from
former contributions by other authors
and dedicates "Definition," a presentation of three analogous figures, to
Dorothy, Marie, Marcella, Madelaine
and Margaret. We trust that all or
most of the ladies are fictitious.
"Two Spanish Songs" of John C.
Kelly are in his usual style?long,
heavy lines. Though both are almost
prosaic in parts, the second is to be
preferred.
"Risibility Plus," by Alecsander
Koussemich, introduces another new
name to the monthly. His style is light
and youthful, and his wit is a welcome
change from the other selections.
His quotation, in humorous vein, of

'

Time was, in former years, when
the monthly advent of the Stylus
was eagerly awaited?at least by the
students. Time was when the Stylus was looked up to as having the
highest literary standards possible in
the College. Time was, too, when the
Stylus would blush with shame at
anything less than a sixty-four page
issue, with balance of prose and
poetry, and a timely appearance.
But times have changed, and customs. The blame may rest with the
prolonged incarceration in the DunBut
geon of Administration Keep.
who are we to lay the blame, who
should merely set forth the facts
about the magazine at hand?
The March issue arrived during the
Easter season?during, but at the end
of. its titular month. As small as
any that have appeared this scholastic year (with the exception of the
first, of which little is conventionally
expected) and smaller than most, the
March Stylus is distinctly a disap-

Villanova; Upset by

two of the more veteran contributors
is the high spot in his pleasing essay.
R. Felix Doherty titles three unrelated stanzas, "What You Will." All
are light and suggestive of A. A.
Milne at his best. The none too frequent glimpses of Mr. Doherty's genius, such as we are allowed this
month, make us long for more from
his prolific pen.
by
Lingers,"
"Where Beauty
Charles F. Stack, concludes the prose

the issue, and in sixteen pages
describes at great length the windows
in the library. Mr. Stack's article is
worthy of space, no doubt, but we
feel it is unjust to other contributors
to give over a third of the publication to a subject which took twentytwo pages in a former issue, and of
which many students assert too much
of

writing has been forced upon them.
Mr. Stack's article is informative, but
we would advise the addition of sixteen more pages of matter more interesting to the student body, in order that the issue be made proportional and more nearly the size we
have been formerly accustomed to
seeing.
The Editorials, "St. Patrick" (untimely through tardy publication) and
"Rendering to Caesar," are not unworthy of the editor's pen. "From
Foreign Campuses" shows that the
Exchange editor does his best with
but three magazines to choose from.
We miss old favorites of other years,
and wonder why they are not mentioned.

the question, "Resolved, That Modern
Advertising is More Detrimental than
Beneficial to Society."
Francis J. Harkins, in a 12-minute

opening for the affirmative, showed
how advertising has increased tremendously in the last few years until
it is now one of the country's leading-

industries. One of the most serious
indictments against modern advertising practices, he said, was the fact
that it had commercialized our heroes
and our holidays. He scored the use
of billboard advertising and its effect on the beauties of nature.
Advertising Improving

John J. Mahoney, in a 17-minute
argument for the negative, said that
advertising is improving all the
time and that much of it is scientificadvertising that is educational and
informative.
Mr. Mahoney told how the newspaper and magazine publishers are
censoring copy for the protection of
their readers and also how some
magazines have scientific testing
laboratories where products advertised must pass rigid tests and bear
out all printed statements about the
product. Advertising has also brought
our papers and magazines within
reach of everyone, he said, declaring
that advertisers pay about 75 per
cent of the cost of publications so that
the price is kept within reasonable
limits. "Without advertising," he declared, "our newspapers and magazines would cost $1 each."
The second speaker for the affirmative was Leo P. Moran, manager of
the debating society.
Mr. Moran
contended that 80 per cent of our
present day advertising is competitive
and cheap and but 20 per cent scien(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)

Hugh McNulty, that veteran lighthanded twirler, officially opened the
current baseball season for Boston
College last week with a well pitched
3-1 win over the strong William and
Mary nine at Williamsburg', Va.
Though "Shaker" O'Connor, and not
McNulty received credit for the win?
nevertheless the latter did a good jon
while he was in there?a short time
indeed, for this star hurler, but Coach

Duffy was holding- "Hughie" in reserve for the opportune moment and
hence only left him in there long
enough to get a good, warm workout.
"Shaker" O'Connor certainly proved
to be a star performer in the rate of
understudy to McNulty, as he continued the latter's good work against
the Indians by letting them off with
but six scattered bungles.
Both
pitchers were well handled by GecfVge
Colbert, the Sophomore sensation,
who performed like a veteran.
On Wednesday, April 3, sad to relate, the ball game with Georgetown
at Washington didn't have such a
happy termination as the Eagles succumbed to the wily Hilltoppers by a
7-5 score. Though they outhit their
Jesuit rivals, 12-8, B. C.'s downfall
can be directly charged to none other
than "Shaker" O'Conner, who only
two days before had won his first
game in his first collegiate appearance on the mound. Which all goes
to prove that a man may be a star
one day and anything but th<> next!
However, Shaker certainly had the
Georgetown boys well in hand until
the sudden blowup in the big fifth
round when the Hilltoppers counted
six times?good enough for a win in
any game.
But experience is the
best teacher and with plenty of it to
encourage them the B. C. battery
men will impress the most critical
critic before the season ends. Colbert again proved his ability to handle
his pitchers and in addition?garnered
three hits for himself, quite an afternoon's work.
On the Southern trip just completed the old gold and maroon infield was as smooth a working machine as has ever represented the
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 1)

GLEE CLUB PRESENTS
FENCING PROGRESSES
DORCHESTER CONCERT
AT MILITARY CLUB
On Monday evening, April 1, the
glee club and orchestra offered a very
attractive program to the members of
St. Paul's parish in Dorchester. As
this concert has become an annual affair at the parish, it was anticipated
with much interest by the parishioners, as well as the participants. This
year's concert was quite different
from those of other

years

and was

greatly enjoyed by a large audience?
in fact, the largest audience that the
clubs have faced this year save at the
Symphony Hall appearance.
Both
orchestra and glee club rendered several new numbers, the most popular
of which were "The Chorus of Homage" and Brahm's beautiful "Lullaby."
Boston College presented a new
soloist in the person of Henry Keenan, baritone. Mr. Keenan delighted
the audience with Arthur Hagen's old
favorite, "Duna." The octet contributed several selections which were
very well received. As usual, the high
light of the concert was the orchestra's presentation of "The Connecticut Yankee."
After the concert
dancing until midnight was enjoyed
by a large crowd. Mr. Douglas announces that concerts will be given in
the near future in Somerville and at
St. Regis College in Weston.

Fencing activities, which during recent week have advanced to the forestage of military functions at the
Heights, gained a tremendous impetus
from a brief, impromptu match which
was held, March 13th, with the Shawmut A. C. at the Holy Trinity Gymnasium.
This engagement, the first
in many that were planned for Maroon and Gold foilsmen, was featured
by some excellent defensive work on
the part of "Ed" Steele, versatile
Junior swordsman, who took the leading role for Boston College. Doherty
of Sophomor?, a recent protege in college fancing circles, acquitted himself creditably. However, due to the
superior skill of the opposing team,
acquired from much experience, the
B. C. foilsmen were outdone 5-4.
The spring rifle activities of the
Military Club formally commenced, on
Friday, March the 29th, at the Arlington Rifle Club, in East Lexington,
when some fifteen candidates presented themselves for competitions
for team berths.
Among them,
Frank Vossahlik and Jack Mungovan of Senior, John McNeily and Dick
Ryan of Junior, and Joe Paul of
Freshman were the holders of outstanding scores. The firing was done
with regular army, calibre .30 rifles
on a 200-yard range.
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Maniacal Mathematics, as seen in
classroom:

"I love to nonchalantly split
The smug infinitives;
To thus impair their savoir faire,
Huge satisfaction gives.

a certain

2
2

2

or (x)

4

"Though it betrays my brutal strain
I openly admit
Infinitives I hanker to
Irreparably split!"
Yale Record.
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in the reporters' room
The HEIGHTS at Boston police
headquarters has received a valuable
The Library

of

contribution.

?
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Today's shortest metrical effusion:
"Report to the Dean
At eleven-fifteen."
P. J. M.

Doing the

j*

Young Men's Clothes
replete with fashion and value

-."*

Boom-Boom-Boom

If you are already one of the smart young men
with the Scott & Company habit, you know that
our Suits and Topcoats are distinctively fashionable, and the quality and value unquestioned?

[(icliiinl Nugent. '31
Barry. '32

Thomas

ARE ATHLETES INTELLIGENT?
says the Ohio State Lantern, Professor Discovers
That Athletes Have Brains."
This was, perhaps, a remarkable revelation to Ohio State's
gentlefolk. For those of us acquainted with Head Coach of Football McKenney's record as a student and athlete, the idea of a good
athlete being a good student as well was not a mere myth. But, of
course, the genial McKenney's case might have been exceptional.
That college athletes are "not so dumb" was the conclusion
reached by Professor Darwin A. Hindman of the Ohio State University's department of physical education. After a research of
several months, Professor Hindman arrived at these conclusions:
I. That the level of intelligence of students participating in
college athletics is no lower than that of the ordinary run of students.
11. That a smaller percentage of athletes "flunk out" than
non-athletes.
111. That, proportionally, more athletes receive degrees than
non-athletes.
And thus we are told that the popular fallacy that athletes are
sans sense is now exploded.
All in all, our athletic friends are every bit as intelligent as our
non-athletic friends. The reason why athletes are considered as
rather thick-skulled lies, first, in the fact that they do not have the
time and leisure to strive so arduously for summa cum laude
grades. It is only the exceptional fellow who can be first in studies
and foremost in athletics. The fellow training for an athletic
match obviously hasn't the time to "plug' that his non-participating-in-athletics friend has. Intelligence isn't measured correctly
by the amount of knowledge that a man possesses. Too many people measure-an athlete's intelligence by this false standard, and
come to the conclusion that his brain capacity is nearly nil.
Then, again, as Professor Hindman discloses, the athlete in
college gains much more prominence than the non. When the former flunks out, the fact causes a great deal of comment. When the
non-athlete falls behind in his studies, he flunks out unobstrusively.
There is a quietness about his passing that is not attendant upon
the so retiring- athlete.
When the athlete flunks out, his popularity very often turns to
notoriety. Due to his prominence, therefore, the level of athletes'
intelligence is greatly underestimated.
Paradoxically, many athletes are kept in school by the danger
of flunking out. They are deeply enamoured of their football,
baseball, track and so forth, and fearing the neecessity to refrain
from playing the games they undergo an efficacious urge to more
study. And when the danger of his flunking out of college becomes
too great, forbidden by the college authorities to participate in athletics, he makes up the missed matter so as to become eligible again
to engage in his particular branch of collegiate sport.
So, on the whole, in spite of rules and ringers, the athlete's intelligence is as sound as his non-athletic friends. Which, of course,
is well.
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himself '"The
Iconoclast":
There are gentlemen, and there are
gentlemen, and there are GENTLEBut, man dear, you ain't
MEN.
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It's a sad story, mates. He married her for her hide, and not for
what was in it. And another divorce
hit the docket, to say nothing of his
,-5

NEIL T. O'CONNOR, '30
Circulation Manager
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Americans have
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An educated Egyptian says that we
no wonderful hieroglyphics, no mysterious inscriptions.
no indecipherable relics of an ancient
literature whose secrets the wise men
have tried in vain to discover.
Well, I dunno. How about our
railway time-tables, Ontology, Calculus, and your sweetheart's letters?
(not to mention the ones you write
to her!)
?.!*
\u25a0.* ."*

Boom-boom-boom!
Oh, brighter and sager
His music has made ya:
Doing the Boom-Boom-Boom!

J. HAYES, '30

JOHN

April 9, 1929

If you do not know this, you are invited to see
our great variety for spring and summer, at
prices well within youthful allowance

EXTRY!"

?

Suits, $45 to $55
Topcoats, $45 and $50
Can you boom, can you boom,
Can you boom-boom-boom?
Oh! the little Drum Major
Is willing to wager,

W

LIMITED

t

M

336 to 340 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

-

Boom-boom-boom!
Is willing to wager

-

EDITORIAL COMMENT
they say, don't bet; they wager. But whether
you bet or wager, be careful.
Not so long ago a Detroit man bet (or wagered, we're not sure
which) ten dollars on a prize light, i. e., a boxing match. He made
his bet with the bartender of a speakeasy. Now, the bartender
lost, and when the man from Detroit went to collect the bartender,
being a gentleman, was prepared to pay. But he insisted that the
winner of the bet take his winnings in trade.
The brave man from Detroit agreed, and he set himself to
drinking the ten dollars' worth of gin. He drank it.
He staggered out of the establishment into the arms of a policeman. He was escorted to the station house to sober up. The
next day he had to go to court and pay a fine. What price the ten
dollars?
The moral of the story, In case you're perspicacious enough to
see it, holds for anyone at all, as well as for the lowly patron of the
speakeasy.

GENTLEMEN,

*

*

*

*

"I have always believed," says Julius Rosenwald, president of
Sears-Roebuck, "that most large fortunes are made by men of
mediocre ability who tumbled into a lucky opportunity and could
not help but get rich, and in most cases others given the same
chance would have done far better with it. Do not be fooled into
believing that because a man is rich he is necessarily smart. There
is ample proof to the contrary."

Conquering the Cascades
falls every month in the
year where the Great Northern
crosses the Cascades. Steep, tortuous
grades increase the difficulty of the
railroading problem. Nature has stubbornly resisted man's effort to conquer
the range.
In January, 1929, the new Cascade
tunnel was opened. Man, with electricky as an ally, had con-

SNOW

quered the

Cascades,

The eight-mile bore was
driven in three years ?a

record Impossible without electric
power. And electrification has been
extended to the entire 75-mile route
through the mountains,
The conquests of electricity on the
i
anc j an j on t h e sea> ;n t h e air, and
underground, are making practicable
the impossibilities of yesterday. As
our vision encompasses wider hori2 n3? clecrric % appears as
°

IfelfiSl

a v 'r

'"

concr -' :rjl'i° n to future

industrial progress and human
welfare.

Well, we're glad somebody agrees with us.
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The HEIGHTS wishes to extend its heartfelt sympathy to
the families of Francis Lynch, '25, and Eugene Lehane, '28. in
their recent bereavements.
GENERAL

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

SCHENECTADY,

NEW

YORK

Roberts Medal for Debating
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Hogan deplored the cheapening influence of this type of advertising.
Continuing, the speaker declared
that modern advertising offends our
aesthetic sense, in that it exploits, for
the
purely commercial purposes,
charms of beautiful womanhood, and
often in such a manner as to overstep
the bounds of ordinary decency. "Commercial vultures, exerting a detrimental and debasing influence," was the
opprobrious appellation heaped upon
the heads of those who employ such
advertisements.
In conclusion, the gentleman asserted that modern advertising is an intrusion on our privacy, as evidenced
by the commercializing of the radio
for advertising purposes. (Mr. Hogan was advised in the rebuttal to
trade in his radio for a phonograph.)
Mr. O'Keefe, speaking for the negative, treated the question from a social point of view. "We must," he
said, "consider the general trend of
modern advertising. It is a dynamic
force in our daily life. Without it we
could not have attained our present
high plane of living."
"To modern advertising we owe increased demand; to increased demand

we owe mass production; to mass production we owe lower prices for the
consumer and more capital for the
producer.
More capital permits of
wider experimentation; wider experimentation brings forth a more perfected article, and so the ultimate result of modern advertising is to bring
greater comfort, more conveniences,
and rarer luxuries within the reach of
the ordinary family."
Ninety per cent of our broadcasting stations, he said, are indebted to
modern advertising for their existence, as is also the case with eighty
per cent of our newspapers and magazines, which are indispensable to the
intellectual advancement and to the
enjoyment of the people.
Modern advertising has made for
better physical health, in disseminating information about wholesome
foods and necessary medicines.
"That some modern advertising is
bad,
we admit," continued Mr.
O'Keefe, "but the percentage is low.
The American Advertising Association places the percentage of good advertising at ninety-five per cent; the
other five per cent is bad. This evil,
small as it is, is being bitterly fought.
Reliable publishers are very meticulous in investigating the reliability of
their advertisers."
In conclusion, the speaker deplored
the deficiencies of modern advertising,
but declared that they were greatly
outweighed by the beneficial effects.
Mr. Sullivan, continuing for the
affirmative, considered "modern" advertising as being that of the last
decade, since advertising as a business came into existence at the beginning of the twentieth century.
Employing a subtle paradox, "it
pays to advertise, but modern advertising does not pay," the speaker declared that out of $1,284,000,000 expended in advertising in 1926, but ten
per cent was used for legitimate purposes, i. e., to make known to consumers the existence of certain products. The remainder, he said, was devoted to inter-regional and international competitive advertising.
Whatever is saved by mass production is eaten up by advertising expenses. Hence advertising is not beneficial.
"Why, then, do producers advertise? Because the expense thus incurred is borne by the consumer, not
by the producer. And that is why the
public must pay exorbitant prices."
Mr. Sullivan took full advantage of
the possibilities for humor and sarcasm offered by the topic. Ridicule
and contumely were heaped upon numerous patent medicines and their
advertisements.
The economic phase of the question
formed the basis of Mr. Carnegie's
speech for the negative. In defending the benefits of mass production, he
claimed that its aim was to turn out a
satisfactory article at the honest possible cost.
"Mass production lowers prices.
Lower prices mean more capital for
the producer and higher wages for
the worker. Higher wages command
more skilled labor and better machinery. The result is a better article,

and so, ultimately, society is benefited."
To create a demand for products,
he continued, the public must be
aware of their existence, and the logical method of making known their
existence is by advertising those products. Now will the expenditure be
too much since the amount spent is
A
based on the estimated return.
good business firm cannot otherwise
be successful, since the overhead must
be kept as low as possible, and a low
price must be maintained, due to competition. Advertising eats up only 5.8
per cent of the total sales. Nor does
the consumer bear the cost of advertising, the speaker said in concluding,
since advertising, by creating a demand, results in mass production and

correspondingly lower prices.

The

affirmative

In bringing the negative argument
an end, Mr. Monahan described
modern advertising as an essential cog
in the machinery of business.
"We admit," he said, "that advertising, like every other business, has
its quacks and its shysters. But there
are agencies to protect the public
from them. There are federal and
state statutes against them. There
are federal commissions to check
them, and, finally, there is the intelligence of the public itself to rout
to

Awarded to Leo P. O'Keefe, '29

(Continued from
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discussion

was

brought to an end by Mr. Donahue,
who asserted that modern advertising
causes social unrest, by creating in
the public unnecessary hopes and desires. Today we buy by slogan, not
by quality. If a product is advertised
by an attractive slogan, it sells.
"Advertising such as is current today," said the gentleman, "is based
on human nature. It plays upon our
hopes, our fears, our desires, our pas-

sions, without a reasonable basis."
The installment evil was deplored
as a bad influence on society, "an influence leading wage-earners to mortgage their future earnings; an influence bringing the wage-earner under
the sway of capitalistic power, and
compelling him to forfeit his right to

strike."
Attention was called to the fact
that for every seventy cents spent on
education in this country, a dollar was
spent on advertising.

Mr. Donahue then proceeded, byway of conclusion, to give a brief resume of the salient points in the affirmative discussion.

B.C. CLUB OF WALTHAM
HOLDS ANNUAL DANCE
Nuttings-on-the-Charles is to be the
Mecca which will draw the dancing
youth of collegiate metropolitan Boston on that night of nights, Tuesday,
April 16th.
The numerous devotees of Terpsichore within these precincts can well
testify to the quality of the music
furnished by one of our younger
alumni, George Horwood, '27.
In brief, the B. C. Club of Waltham
is to hold its annual ball at Nuttingson-the-Charles Tuesday, April 16th.
Music by George Horwood. Subscription $3.
N. B. ?Students' tickets, at $2, may
be procured from any of the following: John J. Ryan, P. Gerard Cahill
and John D. Martin of Senior; Francis Higgins and Thomas Lawless of
Junior, and Bart Welch of Sophomore.

STUDENTS LOOK TO
APPROACHING OUTINGS
With the arrival of good weather,
the various classes have begun to look
forward to their annual outings,
which usually take place in the latter
part of May or early June. While
Nantasket and other South Shore resorts seem to have been favored in
past years, still there are other highly
desirable places in the vicinity of
Boston. One of these is the Breakers
Hotel, situated at York Cliffs, Maine.
It is only a few miles from Boston
and is easily reached by auto, train or

bus. The hotel has exceptional facilities for all kinds of out-door sports
such as swimming, baseball and
horseback riding. x
On arrival at the hotel a buffet
lunch would be served in the dining
room. After lunch the fellows could
indulge in their favorite sport. There
are tennis courts and a golf course
a short distance from the inn.
The
ball field is in first class condition and
all necessary equipment would be provided. The private bathing beach is
but three hundred yards from the
hotel, and the hotel possesses all facilities for bathing.
In the evening a full course dinner

them.*'
"The public realizes, and the producer realizes, that sound business is
based on confidence. As Lincoln said,
'You can't fool all of the people all of
the time.' Advertising, by creating a
demand for a product, is the most

powerful stimulus to the consumption
of that product."
Mr. Monahan concluded by summarizing the main arguments of the nega-

tive.
Then followed the rebuttal, a rebuttal containing much humor, sarcasm and denunciation, to the great
amusement and interest of the audience.
Following a conference between the
judges, all three of whom have won
the Fulton Medal, the negative was
awarded the debate by a unanimous
vote, and Mr. O'Keefe was proclaimed
the best speaker, in token whereof he
was presented with the Fulton Gold
Medal, the generous gift of Mrs. Vincent P. Roberts.
Comprising the Board of Judges
were Congressman John J. Douglass,
Fulton Medal man in 1893, chairman;
A. Francis Harrington, Esq., winner
of the medal in 1912, and Edward A.
McLaughlin, prize winner in 1915.

KISSING THE
BLARNEY STONE

The male mosquito is harmless,
says Dr. Headley of Atlantic City,
and it is the lady who does all the

(Continued from Page 2, Col. 5)

buzzing and biting.
Now I hate to draw analogies,
but?

has done much for the sheet in a publicity way and is one of the directors
of the Boston College Press Club. It
is a volume of the Saugus city directory for 1928, and was received by
Librarian J. J. Spencer on the day
the 1929 issue was distributed.
The HEIGHTS Library now contains besides the 1928 directory, a
last year's excursion catalogue, 15
five-cent and 38 dime novels, one
trampled blue-book, four Lydia Pinkham Almanacs, a catalogue of high
class and expensive fishing tackle,
three books on "How to Swim," and
one box of aspirin tablets.

1 never did have any luck, anyway
<,5*

"Roses are red,

Violets are blue,
Cows comes home?
And so do you."
?Tom Perkins.
ti?*

LIBR'ARY SHELF
Edward Arlington RobSonnets.
inson. New York: The Macmillan Company.
By

Comprising a number of poems
written and published years ago, and
including some written recently, this
book of sonnets by Edward Arlington
Robinson presents not so much variety in subject or treatment as similarity of theme and a representative
style.
The sonnet scheme of rhymes varies in different selections, giving
variety of a sort to verses which
would otherwise be too monotonous
because they were written in the
same meter and with the same num-

ber of lines written with the same
pattern of rhymes. A favorite and
seemingly
novel arrangement of
rhymes with Mr. Robinson is first a
single line, a rhyming couplet, another couplet with the same rhyme as
the first verse, a third couplet with a
new rhyme, and a last line to rhyme
with the first.
The sextet matches
the first and third verses, the second
and last, and the fourth and fifth.
A. representative sonnet with more
conventional pattern (except the second stanza) is "Thomas Hood":
The man who cloaked his bitterness
within
This winding-sheet of puns and pleasantries,
God never gave to look with common
eyes

Upon a world of anguish and of sin:

His brother was the branded

man

of

Lynn;

And there are woven with his jollities
The nameless and eternal tragedies
That render hope and hopelessness
akin.

C?*

t,?*

"With a bad cigar
In his mouth,
He took a car;
With a bad cigar
He rode not far.
They threw him out
With a bad cigar
In his mouth."
?J. C, in an ancient Stylus.

we

feel

A still chord sorrow-swept,

a

weird

unrest,
And thin, dim shadows home to midnight steal,
As if the very ghosts of mirth were
dead?
As if the joys of time to dream had
fled,

Or sailed

away

with Ines to the West.

would be served in the main dining
-of the hotel. Either chicken or
steak would be the chief course of the
meal. After the meal the ballroom
would be open to the fellows, where
music would be furnished by the hotel

room

orchestra.
The entire cost of the outing including fare, meals and entertainment
would be about six dollars. This certainly is a worth-while proposition
and should attract favorable attention from those planning class outings.

Number Two

JAWN SHEAFFER KELLY
Yes, this is the famous, redoubtable Jawn Sheaffer. You see him
above in an action picture. His gesticulations in the Glee Club are paralleled only by Koen the Kapricious
in the Fulton. It is rumored that he
has something to do with the Stylus
?but not much!
tgfr

f£r*

t£rl

In reply to numerous requests, Mr.
Alphonse B. E. Porcis wishes all his
friends to know that the "B. E." of
his name signifies "Boston Elevated."
d?*

1&rl

t?*

And that's all for today, dearie.
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Is reviewed in this issue

I

(See Page Six)
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"O.K. with us" say leading
school and university men

tAsk

some of the welldressed upper classmen, to
whom price is no object,
why they wear Howard
Clothes. "Because you get
good style," they'll tell you.
Wonderful Oxford Grays,
many with extra trousers.
Collegiate stripes, varsity
weaves, smooth-looking
Tuxedos (with ribbed, figured or flowered silk vest),

100% Camel's Hair Coats

_.

We laugh and crown him; but anon

Blarney Stone Monor tßoll

'If
rlrkiirdft/i

W W

J, JLJLr WW Cll VJ

never before sold below $50
?and if the lining wears
out within two years you
get a new lining free.
Those are a few of the reasons why you see Howard
Clothes on the campus, at
the proms, in the dorms.
And the man who wears
them knows that Howard
guarantees a full refund if
you're not satisfied. JOIN
THE bj g parade of
HOWARD WEARERS!
.

.

12 Clothes
59

One store in Boston 43 Tremont St., near Scollay Square

E. L. Grimes Printing Co.
Printers

of THE HEIGHTS and other
well-known publications

Sendfor Estimate

368 Congress St.

Liberty

3356

Boston, Mass.

.
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Sport Section
McCREHAN LOOKING SLINEY CHOSEN AS
FOR FROSH BATTERS
HOCKEY CAPTAIN
Too Few Freshmen Have
Reported for Baseball

Practice
Fur the past three weeks the Freshbattery candidates have been
working out both at the Commonwealth Armory and on Alumni Field,
under the watchful eye of Coach
Frank McCrehan. Only seven men
reported for practice, a number far
too small when one considers the size
of this year's Freshman class. This
may be due to the fact that a notice
was not posted to announce the beBut
ginning of practice sessions.
there is still plenty of time left for
more candidates to get out and begin
tossing them up. So all you freshmen
who have any ability at all should go
out and try your luck either as a
man

T T \F*F\ f
J- w L/y\
JL/
?

e Ideal Setting for Class Outings,
Reunions, Banquets
£
£
4*

THE BREAKERS HOTEL
York Cliffs, Maine, two hours from Boston, over splendid roads.
j

|y

Golf

Tennis
Sports Field

Bathing

Boating
Saddle Horses

Bowling
Billiards

10-Piece Orchestra
and entertainment

Large or small groups will receive our best attention and service.
Excellent Food?Our Shore Dinners Are Unexcelled in New England?Reasonable Rates.
Hotel is situated in a private park. Parties will have exclusive use of Hotel and Grounds during their stay.

Booklet on request.

Write or 'phone.
JOHN H. L. SULLIVAN, Managing Director

528 Commonwealth Avenue

Kenmore 6452

EAGLES DEFEAT
BOSTON COLLEGE IN EAGLES ARE UPSET
BY GEORGETOWN
TWO COLLEGES WIN OVER W. & M.
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 5)

The Eagles opened their campaign
championship baseball honors by
conquering the highly-touted William and Mary Club in a closelyfought game to the tune of 3-1. The
magical seventh inning proved fatal
to the hopes of the southerner, for,
up to that time, they had scored the
only run?that
when
Scammon
walked and scored on Ryan's twoIn the seventh Captain
bagger.
Weston opened festivities by working
Wallace for a pass, and then scored
on Gibson's long single to right.
for

Heights. You may bring- up the infields of the past few years, for comparison or those great Barry-coached
Holy Cross quartettes and this year's
aggregation of ours will not suffer in
the least. In the Southland, where
the only critics who have seen both
teams play are, the purple infield of
Shevlin, Harrell, Ryan and Shanahan
is considered second to but one, that
is, the Eagle's smart infield of Weston,
Creedon, Spognardi and O'Day. "Weston" and "Hank" O'Day are being
closely watched by big league scouts
since this is the last year of college
baseball for both of them and their
great record for the past three years
ranks them as the two outstanding
college infielders in the east. This is
due not only to their fine fielding and
knowledge of position and those
many other details that make a polished fielder, but also to their great
ability with the willow. In Weston's
case it is well known how long and
how often he clicks the spheroid, but
how many followers of the team realize that Hank O'Day not only gave
Weston a rub in the race for batting
supremacy in the Eastern Intercollegiate standing, with an average of
over .400 until the last part of May,
but that he is also a very timely
sticker and one to be relied on in the
pinches. The batting of the two other members of our infield combination is hard and often, especially in
the case of Paddy Creedon, our
rugged football captain-elect who has
been hitting them right on the nose
Andy Spognardi, our short fielder, is
a clever man with the wagon tongue,
though not what would be called a
hard hitter, but he is a good, steady
sticker and does not taken any allowances from anyone.
Against William and Mary the boys
fielded like veterans and gave the natives something to talk over during
the long, dark nights. The double
play combination functioned with the
speed and smoothness of big leaguers,
the few times it had a chance to work.
In this game O'Day's work both afield
and at bat outshone the others who,
though fielding flawlessly, had less
chances than the hot corner artist.
Against Georgetown O'Day had another fine day at bat, but it was the
work of the clever keystone combina-

Gibson Steals Home
The next man up, Johnny Temple,
clicked one along the first base line,
and while the opponents were holding
open forum as to whether the hit
was foul or not, Larry stole home
with what proved to be the deciding
run. The umpire decided in favor of
Temple, who promptly stole second
and scored on a deep sacrifice fly by
Hank O'Day. This ended the tallying for the day, as both hurlers
pitched fine ball for the remainder of
the game. Temple and Ryan were
the hitting stars of their respective
team, while the Hank O'Day and
Bloxsom garnered most of the fielding honors.

Approximately 50 students are on
the fencing squad of Southern Cali-

fornia this year. The sport has assumed the proportions of a major activity.

tion of Creedor. and Spognardi that
got the most notice, while Westy
played his usual faultless game
around the first sack. It seemed that
our captain was waiting for the Villanova game, his last game in the
Southland as a collegiate ball tosser,
for in this game he played one of the
most brilliant games of his career.
He hit safely twice in four times at
bat, his first hit being a single to
right field which scored Creedon and
McNulty and then in the ninth he
tripled, after which he scored on Temple's single. With the bases loaded in
the eighth inning Hank O'Day connected with a smashing hit to center
field, scoring Creedon, who had
singled and stole second on the first
ball pitched, and Weston who had
been walked. In the field Weston
handled fourteen (14) chances without a slip.

The victory march of Boston College was temporarily halted when a
plugging Blue and Gray outfit came
from behind in the fifth inning to put
across six runs on base hits and errors?enough margin to snatch victory from defeat. Up to this debacle
the game had been fairly close, with
the Eagles on the long end of the
scoring, due in part to the heavy hitting of O'Day and Colbert.
In the fifth inning Shaker O'Connor,
who had held the game well in hand
thus far, was found for several hits,
and infield errors permitting more
scoring, Hugh McNulty was rushed
into the lineup to check the rally. As
it turned out, however, the damage
had already been done, and a brilliant
comeback in the seventh, netting
three runs, proved useless when
Byrnes steadied down and allowed no
more smashes. Again in the ninth
three hits were wasted when the boys
failed to come through in the pinches.
Despite the score, a check-up shows
that B. C. far outhit Georgetown, and
the sad explanation of the 7-5 verdict
may be found in the fact that 14 men
were left on base for Boston, to 9 for
Georgetown.

VILLANOVA SUFFERS
DEFEAT, TEN-TWO

hurler

HOCKEY CAPTAIN

EDWARD KUXKY

When he enrolled as a yearling- the
freshman rule was not in effect. "Ed''
earned a place on the Varsity squad,
but was used only as a substitute for
"Joe" Fitzgerald, reputed to be the
best hockey player who ever sported
Maroon and Gold.
Although he
spent quite a little time on the bench,
the experience that Siiney gained
when he was in there proved to be invaluable later on in his career.
In his

sixth on the game resembled a parade. The boys repeated with four
runs in the eighth, and topped the
afternoon off by scoring twice in the

Sophomore year our great

"Joe" Fitz was the leader of the sextet, and his great work overshadowed
Siiney's work as understudy, although
"Ed's" name appeared quite frefinal frame.
quently in the sport page. It was the
Al Weston found his batting eye
irony of fate that these four sterling
and clicked out the longest hit of the
defense men, "Tubber" Cronin, capclay, a deep three-bagger, and scored
tain in '27, "Joe" Fitzgerald, now
thrice. Hank O'Day had a brace of with
the University Club, Captain
hits, while the two Sophomore stars,
"Art" Morrissey, the bulwark of this
Temple and Colbert, each got three
year's sextet, and Captain-elect Siiout of five. Paddy Creedon pulled off
ney, should be all in college at the
some cagey base running to score as same
time.
many
as Bobo.
For Villanova,
Last Tuesday the team showed
Melanson, a Maiden boy, touched their appreciation of Sliney's steadily
Hughes for two hits, and scored the brilliant playing by electing him to
only runs for his team.
lead the club next year.

NeW Shoes for Spring

Boston College team
smashed the offerings of Hensil &
Hillen to all parts of the Villanova
Stadium for an easy 10-2 victory.
The Eagles, maddened by the memory of last year's upset at the hands
of this same team, hit and fielded sensationally behind the masterful pitch-
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The first half of the battle told a
different story.
Hensil, Villanova
ace, held the Gold and Maroon to bungle for five innings. It began to look
like a repetition of last season's hard
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ing of Hugh McNulty.

game.

sion.

a backstop. Graduation

will leave many gaps to be filled next
year, and naturally Coach Hughey
Duffy will turn to this year's freshman team to plug up these vacancies.
The men who have been working
out include: Pitchers Chabot, Mannix, O'Brien and Curtin, while
Downes, Nicholson and Myre have
taken care of the receiving end. These
boys have all had plenty of experience, and it seems that there must
be a first-class battery available in
the group. There is no such thing
yet as a first-string pair; that will be
decided when the squad gets its regular practice sessions going. The battle for the regular catcher's berth will
be something to watch. All three of
the candidates are looking good, and
it looks as if Frank McCrehan will
have a job on his hands in picking his
first-string backstop. \u25a0 Hitting, of
course, will play an important part,
and it looks as though the boy who
can sock will get the job. The infielders and outfielders will not report until after the Easter vacation. The
battery candidates take a rest during
the Easter vacation and then, on returning to school, the entire squad
will get down to real hard work. The
schedule so far calls for about seven
games and many more are expected
to be booked. The first game comes
about the last of April, and this leaves
but a few weeks for preparation.

A crushing

fought

or as

As a reward for the fine brand of
hockey which he played throughout
the past season, '"Ed" Sliney, our
large defense man, was chosen by his
team-mates to lead' the 11)30 sextet.
This honor is the crowning touch to
three years of work with the varsity
squad, during which he was ranked
as one of the outstanding defense men
of the East, and especially during this
past year, when, teamed with Captain "Art" Morrissey, he proved to
be well-nigh impregnable.
Against,
the Cross ''Ed'' seemed to be inspired,
perhas because he was playing
against his brother, "Jim," the outstanding star for the Crusaders, with
whom he had played in high school,
where the pair were picked for AllScholastic teams two years in succes-
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GOES'" STODDEfI

however, the Eagles hit Hensil with
everything they had, and managed to
put across four tallies before the
stanza was up. The feature of this
rally was the first home run of the
year, a long drive over the center
field wall, poled out by Johnny Tem-
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THREE MEN ON BALL
CLUB FROM NORWOOD

and O'Brien. But this season tells a
different story.
Smith, with no
Seniors to worry him, has taken a
new lease on life and is playing far
superior ball than he did last year.
Bob was not much last year as a hitter. Where he had made his name
John Dixon, Jim Donovan,
was as a fine fielding catcher with a
beautiful peg.
Yet this year
and Bob Smith Hail
"Smithie" is knocking the ball all over
From Same Town
the field and, from all appearances, it
seems as though he will receive the
first assignment due to his excellent
By JACK DWYER
It is, indeed, strange that a college,
work. Bob Smith was a member of
as large as Boston is, should have on
the Norwood team quite a while
Pleights Trophy. We take this occasion to commend the hospitable spirit
back, but nevertheless it was there
extended to our traveling; Eagles by the authorities of Georgetown University. the roster of its ball club three young us.
The ball tossers are to have the use of the new athletic field at Georgetown men all hailing from the same town.
Jim Donovan, the other hurler from that he received his first yearning to
Prep for their practice sessions during their short stay at the Capital.
But this condition now exists out the town of Norwood, is also making play baseball. "Bennie" Murray saw
here since Dixon and Donovan made the club this season. Jim is also a in him the makings of a backstop and
so.
Consequently in prep
Undoubtedly there will be a reunion of good old friends when the team the grade and were assigned to the member of last year's Freshman told him
school
at
St.
John's
team.
and Huntington,
championship
that
Donovan
made
traveling
squad
went down to
and its supporters reach Washington. Many Boston boys are now students
the Sunny South. And so now with the southern jaunt and has returned Smith stuck to the receivers' job; and
at Georgetown, and there are also Boston College graduates taking up gradBobbie Smith catching there are to Boston with considerably more in his three years out here he worked
uate work there. The boys at Washington are all prepared to show the beauthree lads from Norwood all playing experience under his belt than that hard, so that as a fruit of his labors
ties of the Capital to their fellow townsmen from Bean Town.
under the colors of the Maroon and which was his on departure. The he will reap the praise and honor
Gold. Yet when we consider who the only thing that deters his progress that is due any catcher that makes
Andy Spognardi, hard-hitting shortfielder up from last year's Frosh, has
the grade out here at the Heights.
coach of the Norwood High athletic is a noticeable lack of Varsity expefirst call on the varsity shortstop berth at this stage of the game. This lad
In conclusion, may it be stated that
teams is, then we won't think it so rience. But Coach Duffy, looking into
workr smoothly with the veteran combination of Paddy, Al and Hank. He has
that
so many of his former the future, has commenced to train we sincerely hope that Bennie Murstrange
a strong arm and is a powerful sticker. Shea, Murphy or Connolly has his
pupils are on the Boston College Donovan into an experienced college ray of Norwood deems it expedient to
hands full trying to oust this lad. However, work in actual competition will go
send us more baseball men in the
teams.
Bennie Murray, a former hurler. Jim is also a protege of Mura long way toward determining Spognardi's status as a regular. If he can
class of Dixon, Donovan and Bob
Eagle himself, is the coach of that ray of Norwood.
keep up his good work on the southern trip, Andy will continue to show the
team and he sees to it that all his
The last of the trio, "Bobbie" Smith.
way for the other candidates for the rest of the season.
Smith, is a Senior. "Smithie" has for
star performers that have any intention of entering college come out the last two years been unlucky
At Columbia University it has been
Well, not so bad. Two out of three was a good start for Coach Duffy's here to the Heights.
enough to have to be the substitute to found that
Jewish students are by far
nine.
Johnny Dixon, Varsity end, has two of the best catchers B. C. has the most superior,
intellectually, than
made the grade as a pitcher. He ever had, these two being McMenimen any other national group.
The first home game of the season will be with Dartmouth next Tuesday
at Alumni Field. This will be an early season objective game for the Eagles,
as Dartmouth took us into camp thrice last year.
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the club all over the
South and saw some work as a relief
hurler. "Dixie" may not do much
this year, but he has two more years,
and so by the time he is in line to receive a diploma he will be the mainstay of the staff. Last year Johnny
played quite a bit for the Freshmen
and won not a few games for the
Frosh. Before entering this college
Dixon was the all-around mainstay
for the Norwood High teams, where
he starred on the football, baseball
and basketball teams and on his graduation Bennie Murray sent him up to
traveled with

Yale

Vermont conies to the Heights next Thursday with a highly touted aggregation of ball tossers.
The pitching laurels for the southern trip go to our dependable veteran,
Hugh McNulty. Hugh was responsible, in a large way, for the two victories
which our Eagle nine enjoyed. "Mac" gave a great exhibition against Villanova, going the full distance, and keeping his opponents well in hand by the
scor? of 10 to 2.
*

*

*

*

George Colbert proved himself the batting demon of the southern trip.
The stellar Sophomore receiver started off with one hit in the first game, and
clicked for three hits in each of the other games.

Thvl boys lost a tough decision to Georgetown. The Hoya boys had one big
inning, while our Eagles were unable to cash in on numerous opportunities
to score. No less than 14 Eagles were left stranded on the bases.
*

'V-

*

men

decide which is
best cigarette...

*/\u25a0

The Boston College retinue received a distressing setback from Father
Neptune in the first encounter of their trip. Although Father T. A. Fay, S.J.,
warned the boys beforehand, they kept the rails busy on their boat trip from
Boston to Richmond, Va.
In the William and Mary game Hugh McNulty pitched the first five innnings, turning in a neat performance on the mound. Coach Duffy started
O'Cornor in the sixth. '"Shaker" was ciedited with the victory as the Eagles
were our rim behind wher. he entered the same.
*

*

*

*

Rain prevented the two scheduled games with Fort Monroe and also the
game with Loyola.
*

*

*

*

Tb.2 Eagle squad was well taken care of during their stay at Washington,
D. C. Private rooms were enjoyed by all at the exclusive Georgetown Preparatory School. The boys took a morning round of golf at the nine-hole
course on the grounds of the school.
*

\u2756

#

*

Johnny Temple crashed through with a long drive in the Villanova game.
resulting in the first Eagle four-ply clout of the season. In the same game
Captain Al Weston clicked a triple, which just missed the top of the fence and
rolled back onto the field, robbing Al of a home run.
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A group of Yale upper-classmen comparing the
four leading cigarette brands.

Jim Donovan, one of the hurlers on the trip, replaced Ricci at right field
and started the Villanova game. Jim fielded well and
?

*

*

*

*

FORDHAM LAW

SCHOOL!

Turning out an Olympic champion
has aroused great interest in rowing
at the University of California.
Coach Ky Ebright has 124 candidates
out for the crew at present.

Co-educational
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CASE SYSTEM
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football
end, had a very good season with the
Pere Marquette basketball team.

(

Johnny Dixon, our star

(

\

|

During the Easter Holidays, Coach Jack Ryder was pleasantly surprised
and exceedingly pleased to have some of the former star performers come out
to see him and even to appear in the regular truck outfit. Bob Merrick, '24, a
stellar hurdler, at one time New England champ and co-holder of the former
world's record of 6s, brought back vivid memories of other days to the Coach
when he topped several of the sticks in his old-time form. He seemed not to
have lost any of that form reputed to be the most perfect ever developed at
the Heights. Another visitor was Breau, '21, who happened to be passing and
stopped to watch his former rival. During Merrick's first year, which was
Breau's last, these had many merry battles when it came to skimming the
barriers. Two more prominent track men of former years also put in their
appearance. Louie Welch, '25, and Tom Cavanaugh, '26, who formed the
second half of that famous record-breaking two-mile relay team of 1924, came
out to see the Coach. They jogged around the track for a mile or so probably
half wishing, as they felt the cinders beneath their feet, that they could have
just one more season.
In preparation for the Annapolis meet and for the other meets to follow,
there will be an interclass meet Friday. The boys have been trying hard, for
the times in this meet will determine the place-holders on the relay teams, etc.
Coach Ryder says that only those whose times and distances warrant a possible place in competition will make the trip to the Academy next week.
The Lounger takes it that the Wellesley girls want their smokes when
they want them and where they want
them, faculty be damned.
IVoolworth Building, New York
{
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disguised brands without
,
knowing their identity.
.

.
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They were merely to choose, by M
number, the one that was most M
appealing to the taste.
w

iThe

News supervised the test
on January 18 at various fraternity
houses and in the News office.

|
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When the votes were recorded
it was discovered that Old Gold
(Cigarette No. 3) had won. Old
Gold was given 63 first choices,
which was 11 per cent ahead of
Cigarette No, 2,34 per cent ahead
of Cigarette No. 1, and 53 per cent
ahead of Cigarette No. 4.
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FULTONIANS PLAN
Reviewed by Heights LENGTHY SCHEDULE

Blarney Stone Column
Willi
Mitrni'V
Stone.
Kissiuc
illNicholas .lay. i'lijfc Two. rho lIKIti lITS.

Oi moi 1 Ai ai!
Woe is me. alas!
The trials and tribulations of a self
appointed publicity manager are too
great. I fear, for me to bear. What
with praise of the "Blarney Stone"
Column and its author in the last issue of this paper, now to be insulted
by him whom I panegyrated. He says
I "ain't neither" a gentleman, a gentlemail, nor a GENTLEMAN. Perhaps I am a gentleman, or a GENTLEMAN, instead.
Or his double negative
may have something to do with it, although I have been told that "Mr. Jay

knows nothing about either gentlemen
or grammar." The first would seem
self-evident, if Mr. Jay would accuse
your correspondent of ungentlemanly
grammar?the
As
for
conduct.
"ain't" alone, or the double negative,
as well as other expressions would
bear this out.
His colyum this week begins with a
are
the
high
"How
question.
HEIGHTS?" we might ask the colMr. Jay next quotes the
yumist.
clever verse of P. J. M. (presumably
a real columnist) and then presents
his own illustrated song. "Doing the

Boom-Boom-Boom." The Illustration
is very good. . . We are grateful that
Mr. Jay did r.ot publish the music?
we can imagine what it sounds like!
His sad short story seems to be
something like the author of it?
There is something missing.
The reviewer was astounded at
reading the verse which follows
splitting infinitives. Our surprise was
removed upon seeing that it was a
quotation of another.
"Blarney Stoneface" Jay casts slurs
upon Ontology. Calculus, and love letters, all in one breath, as though he
were mentioning heaven, hell, and
No parallel intended, we
purgatory.
.

?

HEIGHTS mythical library, follows.
with an enumeration of the contents
of the library.
'\u25a0'Why I Never .Married.'' is the
title of a trite tableau. To Mr.
Jay, we would say: You don't
know what luck is.
Tom Perkins, the Senator from
Saugus, becomes a victim of the BlarThe
ney Stoneeaster's Poison Pen.
verse was not written by Senator Perkins, but by a professional poetaster.
It is bad enough to have been written
by an ex-columnist.
J. C. unknown, is resurrected from

ancient Sli/hix, and quoted in
the "Blarney Stone," which gathers
plenty of moss. Without the quotations, we fear, the colyum would be a
dull thing, and insipid indeed.
(We shall pass gently over the
columnist's Praeteritio.)
.
A remarkable scene of bio
The reader is spared any furan

.

.

ther review of the "Blarney Stone
Column'' (to be found on page
two), as the reviewer was unable
to finish it; not to mention reading it.
The Iconoclast.

REWARD
A linsri - reward of an alums! new ropy of
flic Man-li Slvliim (Library Nimilicrl will
he jiivrn I'm- Information leading In tin- an)iri)ii.)isioii of advdiic who is found iv;nlItitr tin- r.LAUNKY STONK.
X. .1. \\\. Tin- HKK.HTX.

ANNUAL DANCE BY
SO. BOSTON CLUB

The Boston College Club of South
Boston, at its last meeting, concluded
plans for its annual dancing party on
the thirtieth of April with the appointment of a general committee by
hope.
President John J. Spencer. This com"Maniacal Mathematics, as seen in mittee, composed of Eddie Lee of
a certain classroom," presents a satire
Senior as chairman; Jerry McCarthy,
on Ontology, in one scene ?a class'30; John J. Manning, '31, and John
room. The satire is subtle, as satire J. McCarty, '32, will work with offishould be; and narrow in its appeal, cers to insure the success of the afbeing for upperclassmen only.
fair.
An appeal for books for The
The cooperation of the alumni has

FULTON LECTURERS
AT ROXBURY COUNCIL
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 2)
honey, "because this would lead to
Socialism." He concluded by showing that state employees are less efficient and poorly managed in comparison with private corporations.
The next speaker, Mr. Powers,
bombasted the present Public Control
Act with frank and bitter invectives.
He decried the unique and unjust
power of veto of the Elevated Board
of Directors over the actions of the.
legislature. He said that thirty per
cent of the Elevated income was required to meet the high rate of dividends on the stocks outstanding.
In continuing the negative, Mr.
Leon O'Brien completely won over the
good will and appreciation of the audience with a most able and well-delivered speech. He showed that the
government is usually wasteful and
inefficient in managing a business and
quoted the examples of the debilitated

condition of our merchant marine and
the railroads after the war.
Mr. William Larkin concluded the
constructive case of the affirmative.
He stated that the Public Control Bill
was a disgrace to the commonwealth
and an imposition on the legislature.
He claimed public ownership must
come

in where competition leaves.

Mr. Paul Markey made a most creditable appearance. He proved to be

a talker on the Council
rostrum as he is in the rotunda of
Mr. Markey
the Tower building.
challenged the affirmative to produce
as popular

a program capable of extricating the

Elevated from its present condition.
He favored the financing of the road
by the issuance of bonds and low rate
stocks in place of the present high
rate stocks.
Messrs. Mahoney and Tobin concluded the debate for their respective
sides and continued the conflict of
opinions which persisted throughout
the debate.
r4o decision was rendered as it was
an exhibition debate. Amongst the
elite who enjoyed the debate were Al
Monahan, Tom Kelly, Frank Harkins
and James Mahoney, chairman of the
literary committee.

been procured, and they are actively
working for the success of the venture. As yet no definite location has
been engaged, but it is expected that
it will be held in South Boston in
preference to an intown rendezvous.
All these affairs will be definitely settled by the committee shortly so that
the invitations will be issued after the
Easter recess. They may be procured from the officers or the committee and the subscription charge
will be one dollar and a half. The
club expects a large patronage from
the students here at the Heights and
all who avail themselves of the invitation will be assured of a real treat
as the guests of the club from the
town among the waves.

FULTON DEBATERS
AT BROCKTON CLUB
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 4)

tific and instructive.

He scored fake
testimonial advertising'.
Tlie second speaker for the negative, Alfred J. Monahan, said that
a recent survey of all advertising
showed that 40 per cent of present
day advertising g'ave information that
could v.eil have appeared in the editorial columns as news, that another
40 per cent was competitive but contained helpful information for the
consumer, while the remaining 20 per
cent was not without facts or else contained illustration and copy that was
worth reading' and was entertaining
at least. He classed advertising' with

education and transportation.
Judge William G. Rowe presided
during the debate, and the judges
were John S. Kent, Horace R. Drinkwater
of East Weymouth, and
Charles E. Moore, serving for Harold
C. Keith, who was called to New York
Thursday. William T. Card gave an
interesting sketch of previous activities of the Old Colony Advertising
Judge
Club, before introducing
Rowe.
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Have Contests
With Bates, Colby and
New York University

Teams

to

for dpnng

Within the next two weeks Boston

College has the opportunity of placing
itself definitely at the peak of Inter-

collegiate Debating, meeting in that
time Bates, Colby, New York University and Fordham. Two contests with
New York University are scheduled,
one at Lowell, Mass., and the other at
New York. To add these names to
our already imposing list of victories
would bring our season to a close with
the most impressive record lately recorded in Fulton annals.
On Friday, April 12, two teams will
represent the college?one at Lowell
and the other at Pawtucket. R. I. In
the New York University debate at

AKD MOS.E

Lowell, William J. Wallis, '30, Paul J.
Markey, '29, and Alfred J. Monahan,
'29, will uphold the prestige of the
Fulton. Mr. Wallis, one of the most
prominent Juniors in the society, will
be facing an intercollegiate oppoHe acnent for the second time.
quitted himself most capably in his
first appearance and should more than
do himself justice in this debate. Mr.
Markey, while not having experience
in intercollegiate debates, is a practiced and skilled debater. His two
years of lecture debating have fully
qualified him for his test. Mr. Monahan, president of the society, will be

the third speaker, and his forceful
and eloquent debating skill will be of
infinite value to his less experienced

colleagues.
Boston College will take the negative in the question: Resolved, That
the jury system should be abolished.
Edward J. Hogan, '30, Frank Mahoney, '30, and Leo P. O'Keefe, '29,
will uphold the affirmative side of the
question: Resolved, That the tendency
of Modern Advertising is abominable,
when they oppose Bates College at
Pawtucket. Mr. Hogan needs no word
of introduction, having proved himself to be one of the most clever debaters to have ever represented the
college in this, his first, year in the
Fulton. Mr. Mahoney has held great
prestige as a fine speaker since his
high school days and can be depended
upon to make an excellent appearance. Mr. O'Keefe, whose name has
become traditional when the topic of
debating is discussed, will conclude
the debate. There is little need to
say that we have every confidence of
a victory being returned by this trio.
A team comprised of John L.
Frawley, '29; Henry M. Leen, '29, and
Alfred J. Monahan, '29, make the trip
to New York for two debates. They
will
defend the negative against
Fordham on April 19. The question
is: Resolved, That the death penalty
shall be abolished in New York.
Fordham having proved to be one of
cur stumbling blocks in this year's
series of debates, a great amount of
earnest effort is being set forth by
these men in an effort to wipe out the
stigma of our previous defeat. Should
they accomplish their purpose, and
we sincerely hope that they will, no
end of praise will be their just due.
Mr. Frawley, vice president of the
Fulton Society, in realizing his ambition of meeting intercollegiate opposition, can be relied upon to also do his
utmost to defeat these opponents.
Mr. Frawley's best is something to
conjure about, especially in the minds
of his previous assailants. Even as
there is a dark horse in most races
who comes through to cast adrift all
prearranged speculations, so in this
debate may the opposition be mindful
of Mr. Frawley. Mr. Leen has proved
his skill on so many occasions and has
besn the recipient of so much praise
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COMPLETE OUTFITTERS
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scription.
The highlight of the sparkling rebuttal was Mr. Wright's offering of
Mr. Quinn as an example of progress
and as the fulfillment of a prophecy
of that sterling debater, Daniel Webster, and the reply of the bashful Mr.

Quinn.
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For
impromptu
afternoon.
an
speaker, Mr. Quinn did amazingly
well in bringing his speech to the
level of the others. His talk ended in
asking three questions to which no
answer has as yet been found.
Mr. Connelly, the heroic sophomorie
Cicero, gave as a concrete example of
progress?teeth. He painted in glowing terms the difference between the
torture of mediaeval tooth-pulling and
the present Utopian method of molar
extraction, and the house went so far
as to murmur its opinion of the de-

FREDERICK J. CROSBY

New Collegiate I

With Silk Vest

.

with the speakers of the

1 11 Summer Street and
93 Mass. Avenue, Boston
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MARQUETTE DEBATERS

that there is little chance for this

writer to, even in a small way, eulogize him in justice. Now, in my saying that Mr. Leen is a tank, there
will immediately be a great misundarstanding, but I have in mind that
deadly instrument of war which never
failed to come through. Mr. Monahan, mention of whom has previously
been made, will again be the third
speaker for Boston College, and his
position alone on the team attests to
his ability.
On the following evening this team
will argue affirmatively the question:
Resolved, That the jury system should
be abolished. New York University
will be the opponent.
The Fulton is also sending a team
to Waterville, Me., on the nineteenth
of April to debate Colby on the question: Resolved, That the jury system
should be abolished. This time Boston College will take the affirmative.
The team is comprised of John Kelley, '30, Edmund Keefe, '29, and Albert Taylor, '29.
Mr. Kelley is another of the several Juniors to have
won his way to the fore in the last
few weeks of debating. His past record of performances with the Marquette Debating Society and his appearances at the Fulton meetings this
year have warranted his try-out in
this debate. Mr. Keefe, after receiving a great deal of value experience in lecture debating, will make
his first attempt at intercollegiate deThat he should attain his
bating.
present high rating in the face of,
perhaps, the keenest competition that
has ever been evidenced in the Fulton,
is sufficient foretelling of his ability.
Mr. Taylor, who will speak last for
Boston College, will be the experienced member of the trio.

Carr Qo. i
Clothiers, 72 Summer St.
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CAFETERIA
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